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Roselin Primrose 9 months ago

this is a fab demo easy to understand thank you
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Charla Willson 1 year ago

I did not understand what “a die with a blade on the edge” means. Thank you for your 
videos.

2

Debra Lovell 5 years ago

This has helped me tremendously! Thanks...Love your videos!

Dorothy Mutafopulos 5 years ago

Thanks for doing this video it is really helpful .I did use this idea when I purchase the Fluer 
collection when you did the video on this collection. 
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This video demonstrates the Heartfelt Creations® technique of lining up the stamps with our dies. You 
will learn how to create a template to line up a single stamp, how to line up and cut out 12 flowers at once 
and lining up the stamps with dies that have cut lines on the edges. These techniques will have you die-
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Verna Angerhofer 5 years ago

Just purchased these flower images and the die so I am glad I saw this technique showing 
how to do it. I hope to try it soon,

Suzanne Ponce 5 years ago

Hi Emma Lou, always good to do a refresher when you're not using your stuff every day, 
thanks for the pointers

Carol Bostick 3 years ago

I really enjoyed this video and can't wait to try this technique!

Darlene Bruehl 4 years ago

Hi Emma Lou! 
I found the same necklace at Beall's in Florida!! I also got one in all white! So pretty (and 
works with all my polka dot clothes!) It's a "Bay Studio" label. 
Now I can look pretty (like you) when I am working with all my Heartfelt "toys"! 
Read more 

Lynn Burdt 2 years ago

Thanks for the tip!  Question: I have lost the paper piercer end and I'm wondering if I can 
buy that end?

Helen Negrón 2 years ago

Saludos.en los anos que juego con stamp,no había unas flores tan bellas !!!

Dottie Davis 5 years ago

Thanks for this cutting dies tutorial. I appreciate it so much as I have stalled working with 
these flowers and dies because of being a little skittish lining them up. Now I know the 
method correctly I can get to it! Thanks a bazillion!

Kim Cavanagh 3 years ago

Hi Emma Lou 
I always have issues linning up my classic leaf dies with the stamped image. I have tried 
this method shown here and still battle. What am I doing wrong? Please help as I 
absolutely love my heartfelt stamp and die sets, using them to most!! Thank you for such 
Read more 

Margaret Jones 2 years ago (edited)

Please name the products you are using and where I can buy these dies that you're 
presenting.  Thanks.

1

Shannon Kelly 5 years ago

I really need to invest in some heartfelt creations dies and stamps!!! 

1

Roberta Sharpe 4 years ago

Thank you so much for that first video. I have trouble with the alignment of the dies, and 
sometimes it doesn't come out right at all. practice, practice ,practice. Love your website, 
found a store near my home that offers your products. 
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Saint Molotov 5 years ago

This technique is going to stop me from getting irritated at the borders I keep getting when 
trying to match my stamp and dies. Thank you. Very useful!

HappyWifeCrafts Suzie 3 years ago

very good tip! TFS!!

Pat Posk 1 year ago

loved this...it is really a great way to line your dies up to  your stamped images............thank 
you..............pat

Robyn G 4 years ago

This was an awesome video!  Thank you so much!  I ALWAYS seem to have problems 
lining up my dies and stamped images so THIS is going to be a real saver for me!  Thanks!

Sherlock Hoka 5 years ago

Wonderful tips as always.  Now I realized its because the cut lines are in the middle of a 
die that you have to make a mask for lining up.  Cool.
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